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Twig Embody Personlarm Snabbguide

Larmknapp

Högtalare

Funktionsknappar

Mikrofon 
(på undersidan)

Laddningsuttag 
(på undersidan)

Högtalare & mikrofon
Personlarmet har en inbyggd högtalare, samt en 
mikrofon med hög känslighet. Högtalaren kan bland 
annat användas vid samtal och ManDown-varning.  
I ert kundspecifika utbildningsmaterial kan ni se 
vilka inställningar som gäller just era personlarm.

SIM-kort
För att byta ut SIM-kortet, lyft gummifliken, tryck  
in SIM-kortet lätt, släpp så att SIM-kortet åker ut  
en bit och ta ur SIM-kortet. Sätt i det nya SIM-kortet  
och skjut in det tills det klickar. Enheten bör vara 
avstängd vid SIM-kortsbyten. 

Larmknapp 
Twig Embody är inställd så att man håller inne larm- 
knappen i tre (3) sekunder för att skicka larm.
Personlarmet vibrerar under tiden knappen ska 
hållas in, när vibrationen slutar kan du släppa. Då 
skickas larm, din position skickas via SMS och/eller 
IP och ett samtal kopplas upp.

Funktionsknappar
De två knapparna kan konfigureras för en rad olika 
funktioner, exempelvis för att ringa samtal eller 
skicka SMS till ett förprogrammerat nummer.
I ert utbildningsmaterial finns mer information om 
vad som gäller just era personlarm.

Om ni undrar något kan ni alltid kontakta oss!

Krångligt? Kontakta vår förstklassiga support på: 010 602 30 40 eller support@axel.se



Symbolerna i displayen
Twig Embody har massor av olika funktioner.  
De symboler som visas i din display visar vilka  
funktioner som är påslagna och konfigurerade  
i just ditt personlarm.

GSM är aktiverad

GSM-styrka

GPRS överför data

GPRS är aktiverad

Nödsamtalsfunktion är aktiverad

Tracking är aktiverad

ManDown är aktiverad/ Problem med 
ManDownfunktionen

Trådlös uppkoppling finns/trådlös  
uppkoppling finns inte

GNSS är aktiverat

GNSS är i viloläge

GNSS är inte tillgängligt

GNSS-styrka

GNSS har för låg täckning

Nödlarm återkallat

Larmet har skickats

Nytt larmförsök pågår

Larmning pågår/meddelanden skickas

Larmbekräftelse mottagen

Kontakt med larmmottagaren,  
tracking pågår

Diskret larmläge

Varningslarm för ManDown

Nedräkning för återkallelse av ManDown-larm

ManDown-larm har skickats

ManDown-larmning är klar

Krångligt? Fråga Tilda!
Om något känns osäkert, krångligt  

eller om ni har några andra frågor eller 
bekymmer, kontakta  

Support-Tilda eller någon av hennes 
förstklassiga kollegor på: 010 602 30 40  

eller support@axel.se

Axel Group AB ◆ Tobaksspinnargatan 3, 117 36 Stockholm ◆ www.personlarm.se ◆ info@axel.se

USER INTERFACE 
 
STRAP HOLE 
 
LOUDSPEAKER 
 
SOS key 
• Make emergency calls / 
send emergency report 

 
DISPLAY 
• GSM status 
• GPS/GNSS status 
• Battery status 

 
SIM HOLDER 
 
SEND key 
• Answer calls 
• Make information call / 
send position 

END key 
• Reject / end calls 
• Cancel some operations 
• Power on / off 

 
 
SYSTEM CONNECTOR 
Connect charger or data 
cable to the device  
 
MICROPHONE 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
DISPLAY SYMBOLS 

DEVICE IN STAND-BY MODE 
MOBILE 
NETWORK 
SYMBOLS 

BATTERY SYMBOL TELEMATICS 
FEATURE SYMBOLS 

 

 

GPS/GNSS 
POSITIONING 
SYMBOLS 
 

 
 

NETWORK / OPERATOR / SERVICE PROVIDER  
BATTERY STATUS 

  
 
 
 

 

The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 

No metal 
sticker here 

http://www.m
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the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 

No metal 
sticker here 
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SEND key 
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• Make information call / 
send position 

END key 
• Reject / end calls 
• Cancel some operations 
• Power on / off 

 
 
SYSTEM CONNECTOR 
Connect charger or data 
cable to the device  
 
MICROPHONE 
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BATTERY SYMBOL TELEMATICS 
FEATURE SYMBOLS 

 

 

GPS/GNSS 
POSITIONING 
SYMBOLS 
 

 
 

NETWORK / OPERATOR / SERVICE PROVIDER  
BATTERY STATUS 

  
 
 
 

 

The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 

No metal 
sticker here 
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• Make information call / 
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• Cancel some operations 
• Power on / off 
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cable to the device  
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BATTERY STATUS 

  
 
 
 

 

The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 

No metal 
sticker here 
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BATTERY STATUS 

  
 
 
 

 

The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 

No metal 
sticker here 
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The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 
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sticker here 
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The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 
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The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 

No metal 
sticker here 
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USER INTERFACE 
 
STRAP HOLE 
 
LOUDSPEAKER 
 
SOS key 
• Make emergency calls / 
send emergency report 

 
DISPLAY 
• GSM status 
• GPS/GNSS status 
• Battery status 

 
SIM HOLDER 
 
SEND key 
• Answer calls 
• Make information call / 
send position 

END key 
• Reject / end calls 
• Cancel some operations 
• Power on / off 

 
 
SYSTEM CONNECTOR 
Connect charger or data 
cable to the device  
 
MICROPHONE 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
DISPLAY SYMBOLS 

DEVICE IN STAND-BY MODE 
MOBILE 
NETWORK 
SYMBOLS 

BATTERY SYMBOL TELEMATICS 
FEATURE SYMBOLS 

 

 

GPS/GNSS 
POSITIONING 
SYMBOLS 
 

 
 

NETWORK / OPERATOR / SERVICE PROVIDER  
BATTERY STATUS 

  
 
 
 

 

The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 

No metal 
sticker here 
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USER INTERFACE 
 
STRAP HOLE 
 
LOUDSPEAKER 
 
SOS key 
• Make emergency calls / 
send emergency report 

 
DISPLAY 
• GSM status 
• GPS/GNSS status 
• Battery status 

 
SIM HOLDER 
 
SEND key 
• Answer calls 
• Make information call / 
send position 

END key 
• Reject / end calls 
• Cancel some operations 
• Power on / off 

 
 
SYSTEM CONNECTOR 
Connect charger or data 
cable to the device  
 
MICROPHONE 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
DISPLAY SYMBOLS 

DEVICE IN STAND-BY MODE 
MOBILE 
NETWORK 
SYMBOLS 

BATTERY SYMBOL TELEMATICS 
FEATURE SYMBOLS 

 

 

GPS/GNSS 
POSITIONING 
SYMBOLS 
 

 
 

NETWORK / OPERATOR / SERVICE PROVIDER  
BATTERY STATUS 

  
 
 
 

 

The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 

No metal 
sticker here 
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USER INTERFACE 
 
STRAP HOLE 
 
LOUDSPEAKER 
 
SOS key 
• Make emergency calls / 
send emergency report 

 
DISPLAY 
• GSM status 
• GPS/GNSS status 
• Battery status 

 
SIM HOLDER 
 
SEND key 
• Answer calls 
• Make information call / 
send position 

END key 
• Reject / end calls 
• Cancel some operations 
• Power on / off 

 
 
SYSTEM CONNECTOR 
Connect charger or data 
cable to the device  
 
MICROPHONE 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
DISPLAY SYMBOLS 

DEVICE IN STAND-BY MODE 
MOBILE 
NETWORK 
SYMBOLS 

BATTERY SYMBOL TELEMATICS 
FEATURE SYMBOLS 

 

 

GPS/GNSS 
POSITIONING 
SYMBOLS 
 

 
 

NETWORK / OPERATOR / SERVICE PROVIDER  
BATTERY STATUS 

  
 
 
 

 

The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 

No metal 
sticker here 
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Emergency completion. Displayed when the 
emergency cycle ends normally, or when the 
emergency mode is ended manually. 

 
 

Emergency call retry. Emergency numbers can be 
voice call numbers. The notification is displayed when 
the device makes another call attempt to a number. 

 
 

Emergency mode/Working. The device is through 
with emergency calls, but sending messages, 
message confirmation or position refresh is still going 
on. 

 

Emergency confirmation message received. After 
receiving confirmation, the device will end resending 
of an emergency message. Simultaneously, the 
message reception tone is played. 

 

 
 

Post-emergency mode. The GSM operator´s name is 
replaced by the emergency symbol. While this 
notification is displayed, the device can be tracked by 
emergency numbers, also emergency tone and 
display settings are kept on. This mode can be 
terminated manually, by pressing the c key. 

 
NETWORK EMERGENCY CALL ( 112, 911, 000, 999, 08 etc) 

 

Network emergency call query. Displayed when the 
SOS key is pressed but making emergency cycle is 
NOT possible (e.g. SIM card is missing or no 
roaming network available). You may still try to make 
network emergency call by pressing END key. You 
can also exit the query without making an emergency 
call by pressing END KEY 

DISCREET EMERGENCY CYCLE (DISPLAY NOTIFICATIONS OFF) 

 

During the discreet emergency cycle, the device looks 
like it is in stand-by mode. The only indicator of the 
ongoing emergency cycle is the emergency cycle 
indicator appearing to symbol area. When the symbol 
disappears or changes, cycle is over or moved to post 
emergency mode. Also tones can be turned off. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS CONCERNING MANDOWN ALARMS 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is not set. Displayed 
when "the cancel timer" is not configured, and 
emergency cycle starts right away. To mute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key. 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is set. The 
countdown timer shows that you still have 27 
seconds time left to cancel the sensor alert if you 
want.  
To cancel the emergency cycle, lift the device to 
vertical position. Do it while this notification is 
displayed. To let the emergency cycle take place: 
Do nothing. To mute the audible alert tone, press 
END key. 

 

Alert state ended. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle is finished, or the sensor alert is 
cancelled. 

 
 

Post-alarm state. Displayed when the emergency 
cycle is completed, and the device makes audible 
alarms at regular intervals. You can receive phone 
calls and answer them by pressing SEND KEY. In 
order to stop the post-alarm tone, the device must 

be lift up to vertical position. 
BASIC KEY FUNCTIONS 
 
TURNING THE DEVICE ON 
1. Press END key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. The logo is displayed. 
TURNING THE DEVICE OFF 
1. Press the END key and hold down for a few seconds. 
2. The Power off symbol is displayed and tone is heard. 
Note, powering off may be prevented by configuration. 
ANSWERING INCOMING CALLS 
Press the SEND key when the device alerts. 
NOTE: The device may be configured to answer some/all incoming 
calls automatically. It may even be, that all incoming calls are 
blocked and you cannot receive calls. 
DROPPING/ENDING/CANCELLING A CALL 
Press the END key briefly. 
MAKING AN INFORMATION CALL 
Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. The 
device will call to configured number. 
SENDING POSITION REPORT 
1. Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. After sending the position report, the device may receive an 
incoming information call - depending on service. 
3. When the device starts alerting, answer the call by pressing the 
SEND key. 
NOTE: The device may also be configured to answer the call 
automatically. 
 
MAKING EMERGENCY CALLS AND SENDING 
EMERGENCY MESSAGES (EMERGENCY 
CYCLE) 
Press the SOS key according to configuration (a long press or two 
quick presses). The device will make emergency calls and send 
emergency reports (emergency messages including position 
information) according to configuration. 
 
CANCELLING EMERGENCY CYCLE 
During cancellation period you may hear the cancellation tone and 
see timer showing time left for cancellation. 
• To cancel the entire emergency cycle, press the END key briefly 
during the cancellation period. 

• When the emergency cycle has already started you may, 
depending on configuration still cancel the rest of the calls and 
messages: Press the END key and hold it down for several 
seconds. After successful cancellation the device will return to 
normal operation and switch back to normal tone and display 
settings. 

 
ENDING EMERGENCY MODE MANUALLY 
The emergency mode must be terminated manually. This means, 
the emergency tone settings are kept on and the emergency 
numbers are permitted to track the device without further notice. 
Emergency tones and tracking option are switched on from the 
moment you start the emergency cycle (by pressing the SOS key) 
until you end the emergency mode (by pressing the END key 

briefly). Another alarm cycle is not possible before previous is ended. 
 
SOME CIRCUMSTANCES MAY AFFECT ON 
EMERGENCY CYCLE AND MODE 
• Being in a shadow area of the GSM network at the time of the event. 
• Poor GPS* coverage during emergency cycle may cause the emergency 
cycle completion to slow down. 

• Busy telephone lines when connecting (voice) calls. 
• Message transmission errors caused by the carrier of an SMS/GPRS, 
i.e. the network operator. 

 
SENSOR ALERTS 
To cancel sensor alert and prevent emergency cycle from starting, change 
the phone to allowed position (horizontal or vertical) or move it gently if it is 
configured to detect only movement. Do it while the countdown timer is still 
displayed. 
To let the emergency cycle take place: Do nothing. To mute/unmute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key.  
 
INCOMING/OUTGOING MPTP MESSAGES 
The device may send or receive some MPTP messages. In most cases, 
messages are either remote configuration/activation messages, some 
notifications, emergency reports or various types of position messages and 
they work autonomously according to configuration. 
• In most cases there are no display notifications.  
• Message sending/reception tones are configurable (beep sound as a 
default). 

 
 
 

 

Emergency completion. Displayed when the 
emergency cycle ends normally, or when the 
emergency mode is ended manually. 

 
 

Emergency call retry. Emergency numbers can be 
voice call numbers. The notification is displayed when 
the device makes another call attempt to a number. 

 
 

Emergency mode/Working. The device is through 
with emergency calls, but sending messages, 
message confirmation or position refresh is still going 
on. 

 

Emergency confirmation message received. After 
receiving confirmation, the device will end resending 
of an emergency message. Simultaneously, the 
message reception tone is played. 

 

 
 

Post-emergency mode. The GSM operator´s name is 
replaced by the emergency symbol. While this 
notification is displayed, the device can be tracked by 
emergency numbers, also emergency tone and 
display settings are kept on. This mode can be 
terminated manually, by pressing the c key. 

 
NETWORK EMERGENCY CALL ( 112, 911, 000, 999, 08 etc) 

 

Network emergency call query. Displayed when the 
SOS key is pressed but making emergency cycle is 
NOT possible (e.g. SIM card is missing or no 
roaming network available). You may still try to make 
network emergency call by pressing END key. You 
can also exit the query without making an emergency 
call by pressing END KEY 

DISCREET EMERGENCY CYCLE (DISPLAY NOTIFICATIONS OFF) 

 

During the discreet emergency cycle, the device looks 
like it is in stand-by mode. The only indicator of the 
ongoing emergency cycle is the emergency cycle 
indicator appearing to symbol area. When the symbol 
disappears or changes, cycle is over or moved to post 
emergency mode. Also tones can be turned off. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS CONCERNING MANDOWN ALARMS 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is not set. Displayed 
when "the cancel timer" is not configured, and 
emergency cycle starts right away. To mute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key. 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is set. The 
countdown timer shows that you still have 27 
seconds time left to cancel the sensor alert if you 
want.  
To cancel the emergency cycle, lift the device to 
vertical position. Do it while this notification is 
displayed. To let the emergency cycle take place: 
Do nothing. To mute the audible alert tone, press 
END key. 

 

Alert state ended. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle is finished, or the sensor alert is 
cancelled. 

 
 

Post-alarm state. Displayed when the emergency 
cycle is completed, and the device makes audible 
alarms at regular intervals. You can receive phone 
calls and answer them by pressing SEND KEY. In 
order to stop the post-alarm tone, the device must 

be lift up to vertical position. 
BASIC KEY FUNCTIONS 
 
TURNING THE DEVICE ON 
1. Press END key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. The logo is displayed. 
TURNING THE DEVICE OFF 
1. Press the END key and hold down for a few seconds. 
2. The Power off symbol is displayed and tone is heard. 
Note, powering off may be prevented by configuration. 
ANSWERING INCOMING CALLS 
Press the SEND key when the device alerts. 
NOTE: The device may be configured to answer some/all incoming 
calls automatically. It may even be, that all incoming calls are 
blocked and you cannot receive calls. 
DROPPING/ENDING/CANCELLING A CALL 
Press the END key briefly. 
MAKING AN INFORMATION CALL 
Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. The 
device will call to configured number. 
SENDING POSITION REPORT 
1. Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. After sending the position report, the device may receive an 
incoming information call - depending on service. 
3. When the device starts alerting, answer the call by pressing the 
SEND key. 
NOTE: The device may also be configured to answer the call 
automatically. 
 
MAKING EMERGENCY CALLS AND SENDING 
EMERGENCY MESSAGES (EMERGENCY 
CYCLE) 
Press the SOS key according to configuration (a long press or two 
quick presses). The device will make emergency calls and send 
emergency reports (emergency messages including position 
information) according to configuration. 
 
CANCELLING EMERGENCY CYCLE 
During cancellation period you may hear the cancellation tone and 
see timer showing time left for cancellation. 
• To cancel the entire emergency cycle, press the END key briefly 
during the cancellation period. 

• When the emergency cycle has already started you may, 
depending on configuration still cancel the rest of the calls and 
messages: Press the END key and hold it down for several 
seconds. After successful cancellation the device will return to 
normal operation and switch back to normal tone and display 
settings. 

 
ENDING EMERGENCY MODE MANUALLY 
The emergency mode must be terminated manually. This means, 
the emergency tone settings are kept on and the emergency 
numbers are permitted to track the device without further notice. 
Emergency tones and tracking option are switched on from the 
moment you start the emergency cycle (by pressing the SOS key) 
until you end the emergency mode (by pressing the END key 

briefly). Another alarm cycle is not possible before previous is ended. 
 
SOME CIRCUMSTANCES MAY AFFECT ON 
EMERGENCY CYCLE AND MODE 
• Being in a shadow area of the GSM network at the time of the event. 
• Poor GPS* coverage during emergency cycle may cause the emergency 
cycle completion to slow down. 

• Busy telephone lines when connecting (voice) calls. 
• Message transmission errors caused by the carrier of an SMS/GPRS, 
i.e. the network operator. 

 
SENSOR ALERTS 
To cancel sensor alert and prevent emergency cycle from starting, change 
the phone to allowed position (horizontal or vertical) or move it gently if it is 
configured to detect only movement. Do it while the countdown timer is still 
displayed. 
To let the emergency cycle take place: Do nothing. To mute/unmute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key.  
 
INCOMING/OUTGOING MPTP MESSAGES 
The device may send or receive some MPTP messages. In most cases, 
messages are either remote configuration/activation messages, some 
notifications, emergency reports or various types of position messages and 
they work autonomously according to configuration. 
• In most cases there are no display notifications.  
• Message sending/reception tones are configurable (beep sound as a 
default). 

 
 
 

 

Emergency completion. Displayed when the 
emergency cycle ends normally, or when the 
emergency mode is ended manually. 

 
 

Emergency call retry. Emergency numbers can be 
voice call numbers. The notification is displayed when 
the device makes another call attempt to a number. 

 
 

Emergency mode/Working. The device is through 
with emergency calls, but sending messages, 
message confirmation or position refresh is still going 
on. 

 

Emergency confirmation message received. After 
receiving confirmation, the device will end resending 
of an emergency message. Simultaneously, the 
message reception tone is played. 

 

 
 

Post-emergency mode. The GSM operator´s name is 
replaced by the emergency symbol. While this 
notification is displayed, the device can be tracked by 
emergency numbers, also emergency tone and 
display settings are kept on. This mode can be 
terminated manually, by pressing the c key. 

 
NETWORK EMERGENCY CALL ( 112, 911, 000, 999, 08 etc) 

 

Network emergency call query. Displayed when the 
SOS key is pressed but making emergency cycle is 
NOT possible (e.g. SIM card is missing or no 
roaming network available). You may still try to make 
network emergency call by pressing END key. You 
can also exit the query without making an emergency 
call by pressing END KEY 

DISCREET EMERGENCY CYCLE (DISPLAY NOTIFICATIONS OFF) 

 

During the discreet emergency cycle, the device looks 
like it is in stand-by mode. The only indicator of the 
ongoing emergency cycle is the emergency cycle 
indicator appearing to symbol area. When the symbol 
disappears or changes, cycle is over or moved to post 
emergency mode. Also tones can be turned off. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS CONCERNING MANDOWN ALARMS 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is not set. Displayed 
when "the cancel timer" is not configured, and 
emergency cycle starts right away. To mute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key. 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is set. The 
countdown timer shows that you still have 27 
seconds time left to cancel the sensor alert if you 
want.  
To cancel the emergency cycle, lift the device to 
vertical position. Do it while this notification is 
displayed. To let the emergency cycle take place: 
Do nothing. To mute the audible alert tone, press 
END key. 

 

Alert state ended. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle is finished, or the sensor alert is 
cancelled. 

 
 

Post-alarm state. Displayed when the emergency 
cycle is completed, and the device makes audible 
alarms at regular intervals. You can receive phone 
calls and answer them by pressing SEND KEY. In 
order to stop the post-alarm tone, the device must 

be lift up to vertical position. 
BASIC KEY FUNCTIONS 
 
TURNING THE DEVICE ON 
1. Press END key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. The logo is displayed. 
TURNING THE DEVICE OFF 
1. Press the END key and hold down for a few seconds. 
2. The Power off symbol is displayed and tone is heard. 
Note, powering off may be prevented by configuration. 
ANSWERING INCOMING CALLS 
Press the SEND key when the device alerts. 
NOTE: The device may be configured to answer some/all incoming 
calls automatically. It may even be, that all incoming calls are 
blocked and you cannot receive calls. 
DROPPING/ENDING/CANCELLING A CALL 
Press the END key briefly. 
MAKING AN INFORMATION CALL 
Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. The 
device will call to configured number. 
SENDING POSITION REPORT 
1. Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. After sending the position report, the device may receive an 
incoming information call - depending on service. 
3. When the device starts alerting, answer the call by pressing the 
SEND key. 
NOTE: The device may also be configured to answer the call 
automatically. 
 
MAKING EMERGENCY CALLS AND SENDING 
EMERGENCY MESSAGES (EMERGENCY 
CYCLE) 
Press the SOS key according to configuration (a long press or two 
quick presses). The device will make emergency calls and send 
emergency reports (emergency messages including position 
information) according to configuration. 
 
CANCELLING EMERGENCY CYCLE 
During cancellation period you may hear the cancellation tone and 
see timer showing time left for cancellation. 
• To cancel the entire emergency cycle, press the END key briefly 
during the cancellation period. 

• When the emergency cycle has already started you may, 
depending on configuration still cancel the rest of the calls and 
messages: Press the END key and hold it down for several 
seconds. After successful cancellation the device will return to 
normal operation and switch back to normal tone and display 
settings. 

 
ENDING EMERGENCY MODE MANUALLY 
The emergency mode must be terminated manually. This means, 
the emergency tone settings are kept on and the emergency 
numbers are permitted to track the device without further notice. 
Emergency tones and tracking option are switched on from the 
moment you start the emergency cycle (by pressing the SOS key) 
until you end the emergency mode (by pressing the END key 

briefly). Another alarm cycle is not possible before previous is ended. 
 
SOME CIRCUMSTANCES MAY AFFECT ON 
EMERGENCY CYCLE AND MODE 
• Being in a shadow area of the GSM network at the time of the event. 
• Poor GPS* coverage during emergency cycle may cause the emergency 
cycle completion to slow down. 

• Busy telephone lines when connecting (voice) calls. 
• Message transmission errors caused by the carrier of an SMS/GPRS, 
i.e. the network operator. 

 
SENSOR ALERTS 
To cancel sensor alert and prevent emergency cycle from starting, change 
the phone to allowed position (horizontal or vertical) or move it gently if it is 
configured to detect only movement. Do it while the countdown timer is still 
displayed. 
To let the emergency cycle take place: Do nothing. To mute/unmute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key.  
 
INCOMING/OUTGOING MPTP MESSAGES 
The device may send or receive some MPTP messages. In most cases, 
messages are either remote configuration/activation messages, some 
notifications, emergency reports or various types of position messages and 
they work autonomously according to configuration. 
• In most cases there are no display notifications.  
• Message sending/reception tones are configurable (beep sound as a 
default). 

 
 
 

 

Emergency completion. Displayed when the 
emergency cycle ends normally, or when the 
emergency mode is ended manually. 

 
 

Emergency call retry. Emergency numbers can be 
voice call numbers. The notification is displayed when 
the device makes another call attempt to a number. 

 
 

Emergency mode/Working. The device is through 
with emergency calls, but sending messages, 
message confirmation or position refresh is still going 
on. 

 

Emergency confirmation message received. After 
receiving confirmation, the device will end resending 
of an emergency message. Simultaneously, the 
message reception tone is played. 

 

 
 

Post-emergency mode. The GSM operator´s name is 
replaced by the emergency symbol. While this 
notification is displayed, the device can be tracked by 
emergency numbers, also emergency tone and 
display settings are kept on. This mode can be 
terminated manually, by pressing the c key. 

 
NETWORK EMERGENCY CALL ( 112, 911, 000, 999, 08 etc) 

 

Network emergency call query. Displayed when the 
SOS key is pressed but making emergency cycle is 
NOT possible (e.g. SIM card is missing or no 
roaming network available). You may still try to make 
network emergency call by pressing END key. You 
can also exit the query without making an emergency 
call by pressing END KEY 

DISCREET EMERGENCY CYCLE (DISPLAY NOTIFICATIONS OFF) 

 

During the discreet emergency cycle, the device looks 
like it is in stand-by mode. The only indicator of the 
ongoing emergency cycle is the emergency cycle 
indicator appearing to symbol area. When the symbol 
disappears or changes, cycle is over or moved to post 
emergency mode. Also tones can be turned off. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS CONCERNING MANDOWN ALARMS 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is not set. Displayed 
when "the cancel timer" is not configured, and 
emergency cycle starts right away. To mute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key. 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is set. The 
countdown timer shows that you still have 27 
seconds time left to cancel the sensor alert if you 
want.  
To cancel the emergency cycle, lift the device to 
vertical position. Do it while this notification is 
displayed. To let the emergency cycle take place: 
Do nothing. To mute the audible alert tone, press 
END key. 

 

Alert state ended. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle is finished, or the sensor alert is 
cancelled. 

 
 

Post-alarm state. Displayed when the emergency 
cycle is completed, and the device makes audible 
alarms at regular intervals. You can receive phone 
calls and answer them by pressing SEND KEY. In 
order to stop the post-alarm tone, the device must 

be lift up to vertical position. 
BASIC KEY FUNCTIONS 
 
TURNING THE DEVICE ON 
1. Press END key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. The logo is displayed. 
TURNING THE DEVICE OFF 
1. Press the END key and hold down for a few seconds. 
2. The Power off symbol is displayed and tone is heard. 
Note, powering off may be prevented by configuration. 
ANSWERING INCOMING CALLS 
Press the SEND key when the device alerts. 
NOTE: The device may be configured to answer some/all incoming 
calls automatically. It may even be, that all incoming calls are 
blocked and you cannot receive calls. 
DROPPING/ENDING/CANCELLING A CALL 
Press the END key briefly. 
MAKING AN INFORMATION CALL 
Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. The 
device will call to configured number. 
SENDING POSITION REPORT 
1. Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. After sending the position report, the device may receive an 
incoming information call - depending on service. 
3. When the device starts alerting, answer the call by pressing the 
SEND key. 
NOTE: The device may also be configured to answer the call 
automatically. 
 
MAKING EMERGENCY CALLS AND SENDING 
EMERGENCY MESSAGES (EMERGENCY 
CYCLE) 
Press the SOS key according to configuration (a long press or two 
quick presses). The device will make emergency calls and send 
emergency reports (emergency messages including position 
information) according to configuration. 
 
CANCELLING EMERGENCY CYCLE 
During cancellation period you may hear the cancellation tone and 
see timer showing time left for cancellation. 
• To cancel the entire emergency cycle, press the END key briefly 
during the cancellation period. 

• When the emergency cycle has already started you may, 
depending on configuration still cancel the rest of the calls and 
messages: Press the END key and hold it down for several 
seconds. After successful cancellation the device will return to 
normal operation and switch back to normal tone and display 
settings. 

 
ENDING EMERGENCY MODE MANUALLY 
The emergency mode must be terminated manually. This means, 
the emergency tone settings are kept on and the emergency 
numbers are permitted to track the device without further notice. 
Emergency tones and tracking option are switched on from the 
moment you start the emergency cycle (by pressing the SOS key) 
until you end the emergency mode (by pressing the END key 

briefly). Another alarm cycle is not possible before previous is ended. 
 
SOME CIRCUMSTANCES MAY AFFECT ON 
EMERGENCY CYCLE AND MODE 
• Being in a shadow area of the GSM network at the time of the event. 
• Poor GPS* coverage during emergency cycle may cause the emergency 
cycle completion to slow down. 

• Busy telephone lines when connecting (voice) calls. 
• Message transmission errors caused by the carrier of an SMS/GPRS, 
i.e. the network operator. 

 
SENSOR ALERTS 
To cancel sensor alert and prevent emergency cycle from starting, change 
the phone to allowed position (horizontal or vertical) or move it gently if it is 
configured to detect only movement. Do it while the countdown timer is still 
displayed. 
To let the emergency cycle take place: Do nothing. To mute/unmute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key.  
 
INCOMING/OUTGOING MPTP MESSAGES 
The device may send or receive some MPTP messages. In most cases, 
messages are either remote configuration/activation messages, some 
notifications, emergency reports or various types of position messages and 
they work autonomously according to configuration. 
• In most cases there are no display notifications.  
• Message sending/reception tones are configurable (beep sound as a 
default). 

 
 
 

 

Emergency completion. Displayed when the 
emergency cycle ends normally, or when the 
emergency mode is ended manually. 

 
 

Emergency call retry. Emergency numbers can be 
voice call numbers. The notification is displayed when 
the device makes another call attempt to a number. 

 
 

Emergency mode/Working. The device is through 
with emergency calls, but sending messages, 
message confirmation or position refresh is still going 
on. 

 

Emergency confirmation message received. After 
receiving confirmation, the device will end resending 
of an emergency message. Simultaneously, the 
message reception tone is played. 

 

 
 

Post-emergency mode. The GSM operator´s name is 
replaced by the emergency symbol. While this 
notification is displayed, the device can be tracked by 
emergency numbers, also emergency tone and 
display settings are kept on. This mode can be 
terminated manually, by pressing the c key. 

 
NETWORK EMERGENCY CALL ( 112, 911, 000, 999, 08 etc) 

 

Network emergency call query. Displayed when the 
SOS key is pressed but making emergency cycle is 
NOT possible (e.g. SIM card is missing or no 
roaming network available). You may still try to make 
network emergency call by pressing END key. You 
can also exit the query without making an emergency 
call by pressing END KEY 

DISCREET EMERGENCY CYCLE (DISPLAY NOTIFICATIONS OFF) 

 

During the discreet emergency cycle, the device looks 
like it is in stand-by mode. The only indicator of the 
ongoing emergency cycle is the emergency cycle 
indicator appearing to symbol area. When the symbol 
disappears or changes, cycle is over or moved to post 
emergency mode. Also tones can be turned off. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS CONCERNING MANDOWN ALARMS 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is not set. Displayed 
when "the cancel timer" is not configured, and 
emergency cycle starts right away. To mute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key. 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is set. The 
countdown timer shows that you still have 27 
seconds time left to cancel the sensor alert if you 
want.  
To cancel the emergency cycle, lift the device to 
vertical position. Do it while this notification is 
displayed. To let the emergency cycle take place: 
Do nothing. To mute the audible alert tone, press 
END key. 

 

Alert state ended. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle is finished, or the sensor alert is 
cancelled. 

 
 

Post-alarm state. Displayed when the emergency 
cycle is completed, and the device makes audible 
alarms at regular intervals. You can receive phone 
calls and answer them by pressing SEND KEY. In 
order to stop the post-alarm tone, the device must 

be lift up to vertical position. 
BASIC KEY FUNCTIONS 
 
TURNING THE DEVICE ON 
1. Press END key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. The logo is displayed. 
TURNING THE DEVICE OFF 
1. Press the END key and hold down for a few seconds. 
2. The Power off symbol is displayed and tone is heard. 
Note, powering off may be prevented by configuration. 
ANSWERING INCOMING CALLS 
Press the SEND key when the device alerts. 
NOTE: The device may be configured to answer some/all incoming 
calls automatically. It may even be, that all incoming calls are 
blocked and you cannot receive calls. 
DROPPING/ENDING/CANCELLING A CALL 
Press the END key briefly. 
MAKING AN INFORMATION CALL 
Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. The 
device will call to configured number. 
SENDING POSITION REPORT 
1. Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. After sending the position report, the device may receive an 
incoming information call - depending on service. 
3. When the device starts alerting, answer the call by pressing the 
SEND key. 
NOTE: The device may also be configured to answer the call 
automatically. 
 
MAKING EMERGENCY CALLS AND SENDING 
EMERGENCY MESSAGES (EMERGENCY 
CYCLE) 
Press the SOS key according to configuration (a long press or two 
quick presses). The device will make emergency calls and send 
emergency reports (emergency messages including position 
information) according to configuration. 
 
CANCELLING EMERGENCY CYCLE 
During cancellation period you may hear the cancellation tone and 
see timer showing time left for cancellation. 
• To cancel the entire emergency cycle, press the END key briefly 
during the cancellation period. 

• When the emergency cycle has already started you may, 
depending on configuration still cancel the rest of the calls and 
messages: Press the END key and hold it down for several 
seconds. After successful cancellation the device will return to 
normal operation and switch back to normal tone and display 
settings. 

 
ENDING EMERGENCY MODE MANUALLY 
The emergency mode must be terminated manually. This means, 
the emergency tone settings are kept on and the emergency 
numbers are permitted to track the device without further notice. 
Emergency tones and tracking option are switched on from the 
moment you start the emergency cycle (by pressing the SOS key) 
until you end the emergency mode (by pressing the END key 

briefly). Another alarm cycle is not possible before previous is ended. 
 
SOME CIRCUMSTANCES MAY AFFECT ON 
EMERGENCY CYCLE AND MODE 
• Being in a shadow area of the GSM network at the time of the event. 
• Poor GPS* coverage during emergency cycle may cause the emergency 
cycle completion to slow down. 

• Busy telephone lines when connecting (voice) calls. 
• Message transmission errors caused by the carrier of an SMS/GPRS, 
i.e. the network operator. 

 
SENSOR ALERTS 
To cancel sensor alert and prevent emergency cycle from starting, change 
the phone to allowed position (horizontal or vertical) or move it gently if it is 
configured to detect only movement. Do it while the countdown timer is still 
displayed. 
To let the emergency cycle take place: Do nothing. To mute/unmute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key.  
 
INCOMING/OUTGOING MPTP MESSAGES 
The device may send or receive some MPTP messages. In most cases, 
messages are either remote configuration/activation messages, some 
notifications, emergency reports or various types of position messages and 
they work autonomously according to configuration. 
• In most cases there are no display notifications.  
• Message sending/reception tones are configurable (beep sound as a 
default). 

 
 
 

 

Emergency completion. Displayed when the 
emergency cycle ends normally, or when the 
emergency mode is ended manually. 

 
 

Emergency call retry. Emergency numbers can be 
voice call numbers. The notification is displayed when 
the device makes another call attempt to a number. 

 
 

Emergency mode/Working. The device is through 
with emergency calls, but sending messages, 
message confirmation or position refresh is still going 
on. 

 

Emergency confirmation message received. After 
receiving confirmation, the device will end resending 
of an emergency message. Simultaneously, the 
message reception tone is played. 

 

 
 

Post-emergency mode. The GSM operator´s name is 
replaced by the emergency symbol. While this 
notification is displayed, the device can be tracked by 
emergency numbers, also emergency tone and 
display settings are kept on. This mode can be 
terminated manually, by pressing the c key. 

 
NETWORK EMERGENCY CALL ( 112, 911, 000, 999, 08 etc) 

 

Network emergency call query. Displayed when the 
SOS key is pressed but making emergency cycle is 
NOT possible (e.g. SIM card is missing or no 
roaming network available). You may still try to make 
network emergency call by pressing END key. You 
can also exit the query without making an emergency 
call by pressing END KEY 

DISCREET EMERGENCY CYCLE (DISPLAY NOTIFICATIONS OFF) 

 

During the discreet emergency cycle, the device looks 
like it is in stand-by mode. The only indicator of the 
ongoing emergency cycle is the emergency cycle 
indicator appearing to symbol area. When the symbol 
disappears or changes, cycle is over or moved to post 
emergency mode. Also tones can be turned off. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS CONCERNING MANDOWN ALARMS 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is not set. Displayed 
when "the cancel timer" is not configured, and 
emergency cycle starts right away. To mute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key. 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is set. The 
countdown timer shows that you still have 27 
seconds time left to cancel the sensor alert if you 
want.  
To cancel the emergency cycle, lift the device to 
vertical position. Do it while this notification is 
displayed. To let the emergency cycle take place: 
Do nothing. To mute the audible alert tone, press 
END key. 

 

Alert state ended. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle is finished, or the sensor alert is 
cancelled. 

 
 

Post-alarm state. Displayed when the emergency 
cycle is completed, and the device makes audible 
alarms at regular intervals. You can receive phone 
calls and answer them by pressing SEND KEY. In 
order to stop the post-alarm tone, the device must 

be lift up to vertical position. 
BASIC KEY FUNCTIONS 
 
TURNING THE DEVICE ON 
1. Press END key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. The logo is displayed. 
TURNING THE DEVICE OFF 
1. Press the END key and hold down for a few seconds. 
2. The Power off symbol is displayed and tone is heard. 
Note, powering off may be prevented by configuration. 
ANSWERING INCOMING CALLS 
Press the SEND key when the device alerts. 
NOTE: The device may be configured to answer some/all incoming 
calls automatically. It may even be, that all incoming calls are 
blocked and you cannot receive calls. 
DROPPING/ENDING/CANCELLING A CALL 
Press the END key briefly. 
MAKING AN INFORMATION CALL 
Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. The 
device will call to configured number. 
SENDING POSITION REPORT 
1. Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. After sending the position report, the device may receive an 
incoming information call - depending on service. 
3. When the device starts alerting, answer the call by pressing the 
SEND key. 
NOTE: The device may also be configured to answer the call 
automatically. 
 
MAKING EMERGENCY CALLS AND SENDING 
EMERGENCY MESSAGES (EMERGENCY 
CYCLE) 
Press the SOS key according to configuration (a long press or two 
quick presses). The device will make emergency calls and send 
emergency reports (emergency messages including position 
information) according to configuration. 
 
CANCELLING EMERGENCY CYCLE 
During cancellation period you may hear the cancellation tone and 
see timer showing time left for cancellation. 
• To cancel the entire emergency cycle, press the END key briefly 
during the cancellation period. 

• When the emergency cycle has already started you may, 
depending on configuration still cancel the rest of the calls and 
messages: Press the END key and hold it down for several 
seconds. After successful cancellation the device will return to 
normal operation and switch back to normal tone and display 
settings. 

 
ENDING EMERGENCY MODE MANUALLY 
The emergency mode must be terminated manually. This means, 
the emergency tone settings are kept on and the emergency 
numbers are permitted to track the device without further notice. 
Emergency tones and tracking option are switched on from the 
moment you start the emergency cycle (by pressing the SOS key) 
until you end the emergency mode (by pressing the END key 

briefly). Another alarm cycle is not possible before previous is ended. 
 
SOME CIRCUMSTANCES MAY AFFECT ON 
EMERGENCY CYCLE AND MODE 
• Being in a shadow area of the GSM network at the time of the event. 
• Poor GPS* coverage during emergency cycle may cause the emergency 
cycle completion to slow down. 

• Busy telephone lines when connecting (voice) calls. 
• Message transmission errors caused by the carrier of an SMS/GPRS, 
i.e. the network operator. 

 
SENSOR ALERTS 
To cancel sensor alert and prevent emergency cycle from starting, change 
the phone to allowed position (horizontal or vertical) or move it gently if it is 
configured to detect only movement. Do it while the countdown timer is still 
displayed. 
To let the emergency cycle take place: Do nothing. To mute/unmute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key.  
 
INCOMING/OUTGOING MPTP MESSAGES 
The device may send or receive some MPTP messages. In most cases, 
messages are either remote configuration/activation messages, some 
notifications, emergency reports or various types of position messages and 
they work autonomously according to configuration. 
• In most cases there are no display notifications.  
• Message sending/reception tones are configurable (beep sound as a 
default). 

 
 
 

 

Emergency completion. Displayed when the 
emergency cycle ends normally, or when the 
emergency mode is ended manually. 

 
 

Emergency call retry. Emergency numbers can be 
voice call numbers. The notification is displayed when 
the device makes another call attempt to a number. 

 
 

Emergency mode/Working. The device is through 
with emergency calls, but sending messages, 
message confirmation or position refresh is still going 
on. 

 

Emergency confirmation message received. After 
receiving confirmation, the device will end resending 
of an emergency message. Simultaneously, the 
message reception tone is played. 

 

 
 

Post-emergency mode. The GSM operator´s name is 
replaced by the emergency symbol. While this 
notification is displayed, the device can be tracked by 
emergency numbers, also emergency tone and 
display settings are kept on. This mode can be 
terminated manually, by pressing the c key. 

 
NETWORK EMERGENCY CALL ( 112, 911, 000, 999, 08 etc) 

 

Network emergency call query. Displayed when the 
SOS key is pressed but making emergency cycle is 
NOT possible (e.g. SIM card is missing or no 
roaming network available). You may still try to make 
network emergency call by pressing END key. You 
can also exit the query without making an emergency 
call by pressing END KEY 

DISCREET EMERGENCY CYCLE (DISPLAY NOTIFICATIONS OFF) 

 

During the discreet emergency cycle, the device looks 
like it is in stand-by mode. The only indicator of the 
ongoing emergency cycle is the emergency cycle 
indicator appearing to symbol area. When the symbol 
disappears or changes, cycle is over or moved to post 
emergency mode. Also tones can be turned off. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS CONCERNING MANDOWN ALARMS 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is not set. Displayed 
when "the cancel timer" is not configured, and 
emergency cycle starts right away. To mute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key. 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is set. The 
countdown timer shows that you still have 27 
seconds time left to cancel the sensor alert if you 
want.  
To cancel the emergency cycle, lift the device to 
vertical position. Do it while this notification is 
displayed. To let the emergency cycle take place: 
Do nothing. To mute the audible alert tone, press 
END key. 

 

Alert state ended. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle is finished, or the sensor alert is 
cancelled. 

 
 

Post-alarm state. Displayed when the emergency 
cycle is completed, and the device makes audible 
alarms at regular intervals. You can receive phone 
calls and answer them by pressing SEND KEY. In 
order to stop the post-alarm tone, the device must 

be lift up to vertical position. 
BASIC KEY FUNCTIONS 
 
TURNING THE DEVICE ON 
1. Press END key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. The logo is displayed. 
TURNING THE DEVICE OFF 
1. Press the END key and hold down for a few seconds. 
2. The Power off symbol is displayed and tone is heard. 
Note, powering off may be prevented by configuration. 
ANSWERING INCOMING CALLS 
Press the SEND key when the device alerts. 
NOTE: The device may be configured to answer some/all incoming 
calls automatically. It may even be, that all incoming calls are 
blocked and you cannot receive calls. 
DROPPING/ENDING/CANCELLING A CALL 
Press the END key briefly. 
MAKING AN INFORMATION CALL 
Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. The 
device will call to configured number. 
SENDING POSITION REPORT 
1. Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. After sending the position report, the device may receive an 
incoming information call - depending on service. 
3. When the device starts alerting, answer the call by pressing the 
SEND key. 
NOTE: The device may also be configured to answer the call 
automatically. 
 
MAKING EMERGENCY CALLS AND SENDING 
EMERGENCY MESSAGES (EMERGENCY 
CYCLE) 
Press the SOS key according to configuration (a long press or two 
quick presses). The device will make emergency calls and send 
emergency reports (emergency messages including position 
information) according to configuration. 
 
CANCELLING EMERGENCY CYCLE 
During cancellation period you may hear the cancellation tone and 
see timer showing time left for cancellation. 
• To cancel the entire emergency cycle, press the END key briefly 
during the cancellation period. 

• When the emergency cycle has already started you may, 
depending on configuration still cancel the rest of the calls and 
messages: Press the END key and hold it down for several 
seconds. After successful cancellation the device will return to 
normal operation and switch back to normal tone and display 
settings. 

 
ENDING EMERGENCY MODE MANUALLY 
The emergency mode must be terminated manually. This means, 
the emergency tone settings are kept on and the emergency 
numbers are permitted to track the device without further notice. 
Emergency tones and tracking option are switched on from the 
moment you start the emergency cycle (by pressing the SOS key) 
until you end the emergency mode (by pressing the END key 

briefly). Another alarm cycle is not possible before previous is ended. 
 
SOME CIRCUMSTANCES MAY AFFECT ON 
EMERGENCY CYCLE AND MODE 
• Being in a shadow area of the GSM network at the time of the event. 
• Poor GPS* coverage during emergency cycle may cause the emergency 
cycle completion to slow down. 

• Busy telephone lines when connecting (voice) calls. 
• Message transmission errors caused by the carrier of an SMS/GPRS, 
i.e. the network operator. 

 
SENSOR ALERTS 
To cancel sensor alert and prevent emergency cycle from starting, change 
the phone to allowed position (horizontal or vertical) or move it gently if it is 
configured to detect only movement. Do it while the countdown timer is still 
displayed. 
To let the emergency cycle take place: Do nothing. To mute/unmute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key.  
 
INCOMING/OUTGOING MPTP MESSAGES 
The device may send or receive some MPTP messages. In most cases, 
messages are either remote configuration/activation messages, some 
notifications, emergency reports or various types of position messages and 
they work autonomously according to configuration. 
• In most cases there are no display notifications.  
• Message sending/reception tones are configurable (beep sound as a 
default). 

 
 
 

 

Emergency completion. Displayed when the 
emergency cycle ends normally, or when the 
emergency mode is ended manually. 

 
 

Emergency call retry. Emergency numbers can be 
voice call numbers. The notification is displayed when 
the device makes another call attempt to a number. 

 
 

Emergency mode/Working. The device is through 
with emergency calls, but sending messages, 
message confirmation or position refresh is still going 
on. 

 

Emergency confirmation message received. After 
receiving confirmation, the device will end resending 
of an emergency message. Simultaneously, the 
message reception tone is played. 

 

 
 

Post-emergency mode. The GSM operator´s name is 
replaced by the emergency symbol. While this 
notification is displayed, the device can be tracked by 
emergency numbers, also emergency tone and 
display settings are kept on. This mode can be 
terminated manually, by pressing the c key. 

 
NETWORK EMERGENCY CALL ( 112, 911, 000, 999, 08 etc) 

 

Network emergency call query. Displayed when the 
SOS key is pressed but making emergency cycle is 
NOT possible (e.g. SIM card is missing or no 
roaming network available). You may still try to make 
network emergency call by pressing END key. You 
can also exit the query without making an emergency 
call by pressing END KEY 

DISCREET EMERGENCY CYCLE (DISPLAY NOTIFICATIONS OFF) 

 

During the discreet emergency cycle, the device looks 
like it is in stand-by mode. The only indicator of the 
ongoing emergency cycle is the emergency cycle 
indicator appearing to symbol area. When the symbol 
disappears or changes, cycle is over or moved to post 
emergency mode. Also tones can be turned off. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS CONCERNING MANDOWN ALARMS 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is not set. Displayed 
when "the cancel timer" is not configured, and 
emergency cycle starts right away. To mute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key. 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is set. The 
countdown timer shows that you still have 27 
seconds time left to cancel the sensor alert if you 
want.  
To cancel the emergency cycle, lift the device to 
vertical position. Do it while this notification is 
displayed. To let the emergency cycle take place: 
Do nothing. To mute the audible alert tone, press 
END key. 

 

Alert state ended. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle is finished, or the sensor alert is 
cancelled. 

 
 

Post-alarm state. Displayed when the emergency 
cycle is completed, and the device makes audible 
alarms at regular intervals. You can receive phone 
calls and answer them by pressing SEND KEY. In 
order to stop the post-alarm tone, the device must 

be lift up to vertical position. 
BASIC KEY FUNCTIONS 
 
TURNING THE DEVICE ON 
1. Press END key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. The logo is displayed. 
TURNING THE DEVICE OFF 
1. Press the END key and hold down for a few seconds. 
2. The Power off symbol is displayed and tone is heard. 
Note, powering off may be prevented by configuration. 
ANSWERING INCOMING CALLS 
Press the SEND key when the device alerts. 
NOTE: The device may be configured to answer some/all incoming 
calls automatically. It may even be, that all incoming calls are 
blocked and you cannot receive calls. 
DROPPING/ENDING/CANCELLING A CALL 
Press the END key briefly. 
MAKING AN INFORMATION CALL 
Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. The 
device will call to configured number. 
SENDING POSITION REPORT 
1. Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. After sending the position report, the device may receive an 
incoming information call - depending on service. 
3. When the device starts alerting, answer the call by pressing the 
SEND key. 
NOTE: The device may also be configured to answer the call 
automatically. 
 
MAKING EMERGENCY CALLS AND SENDING 
EMERGENCY MESSAGES (EMERGENCY 
CYCLE) 
Press the SOS key according to configuration (a long press or two 
quick presses). The device will make emergency calls and send 
emergency reports (emergency messages including position 
information) according to configuration. 
 
CANCELLING EMERGENCY CYCLE 
During cancellation period you may hear the cancellation tone and 
see timer showing time left for cancellation. 
• To cancel the entire emergency cycle, press the END key briefly 
during the cancellation period. 

• When the emergency cycle has already started you may, 
depending on configuration still cancel the rest of the calls and 
messages: Press the END key and hold it down for several 
seconds. After successful cancellation the device will return to 
normal operation and switch back to normal tone and display 
settings. 

 
ENDING EMERGENCY MODE MANUALLY 
The emergency mode must be terminated manually. This means, 
the emergency tone settings are kept on and the emergency 
numbers are permitted to track the device without further notice. 
Emergency tones and tracking option are switched on from the 
moment you start the emergency cycle (by pressing the SOS key) 
until you end the emergency mode (by pressing the END key 

briefly). Another alarm cycle is not possible before previous is ended. 
 
SOME CIRCUMSTANCES MAY AFFECT ON 
EMERGENCY CYCLE AND MODE 
• Being in a shadow area of the GSM network at the time of the event. 
• Poor GPS* coverage during emergency cycle may cause the emergency 
cycle completion to slow down. 

• Busy telephone lines when connecting (voice) calls. 
• Message transmission errors caused by the carrier of an SMS/GPRS, 
i.e. the network operator. 

 
SENSOR ALERTS 
To cancel sensor alert and prevent emergency cycle from starting, change 
the phone to allowed position (horizontal or vertical) or move it gently if it is 
configured to detect only movement. Do it while the countdown timer is still 
displayed. 
To let the emergency cycle take place: Do nothing. To mute/unmute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key.  
 
INCOMING/OUTGOING MPTP MESSAGES 
The device may send or receive some MPTP messages. In most cases, 
messages are either remote configuration/activation messages, some 
notifications, emergency reports or various types of position messages and 
they work autonomously according to configuration. 
• In most cases there are no display notifications.  
• Message sending/reception tones are configurable (beep sound as a 
default). 

 
 
 

 

Emergency completion. Displayed when the 
emergency cycle ends normally, or when the 
emergency mode is ended manually. 

 
 

Emergency call retry. Emergency numbers can be 
voice call numbers. The notification is displayed when 
the device makes another call attempt to a number. 

 
 

Emergency mode/Working. The device is through 
with emergency calls, but sending messages, 
message confirmation or position refresh is still going 
on. 

 

Emergency confirmation message received. After 
receiving confirmation, the device will end resending 
of an emergency message. Simultaneously, the 
message reception tone is played. 

 

 
 

Post-emergency mode. The GSM operator´s name is 
replaced by the emergency symbol. While this 
notification is displayed, the device can be tracked by 
emergency numbers, also emergency tone and 
display settings are kept on. This mode can be 
terminated manually, by pressing the c key. 

 
NETWORK EMERGENCY CALL ( 112, 911, 000, 999, 08 etc) 

 

Network emergency call query. Displayed when the 
SOS key is pressed but making emergency cycle is 
NOT possible (e.g. SIM card is missing or no 
roaming network available). You may still try to make 
network emergency call by pressing END key. You 
can also exit the query without making an emergency 
call by pressing END KEY 

DISCREET EMERGENCY CYCLE (DISPLAY NOTIFICATIONS OFF) 

 

During the discreet emergency cycle, the device looks 
like it is in stand-by mode. The only indicator of the 
ongoing emergency cycle is the emergency cycle 
indicator appearing to symbol area. When the symbol 
disappears or changes, cycle is over or moved to post 
emergency mode. Also tones can be turned off. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS CONCERNING MANDOWN ALARMS 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is not set. Displayed 
when "the cancel timer" is not configured, and 
emergency cycle starts right away. To mute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key. 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is set. The 
countdown timer shows that you still have 27 
seconds time left to cancel the sensor alert if you 
want.  
To cancel the emergency cycle, lift the device to 
vertical position. Do it while this notification is 
displayed. To let the emergency cycle take place: 
Do nothing. To mute the audible alert tone, press 
END key. 

 

Alert state ended. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle is finished, or the sensor alert is 
cancelled. 

 
 

Post-alarm state. Displayed when the emergency 
cycle is completed, and the device makes audible 
alarms at regular intervals. You can receive phone 
calls and answer them by pressing SEND KEY. In 
order to stop the post-alarm tone, the device must 

be lift up to vertical position. 
BASIC KEY FUNCTIONS 
 
TURNING THE DEVICE ON 
1. Press END key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. The logo is displayed. 
TURNING THE DEVICE OFF 
1. Press the END key and hold down for a few seconds. 
2. The Power off symbol is displayed and tone is heard. 
Note, powering off may be prevented by configuration. 
ANSWERING INCOMING CALLS 
Press the SEND key when the device alerts. 
NOTE: The device may be configured to answer some/all incoming 
calls automatically. It may even be, that all incoming calls are 
blocked and you cannot receive calls. 
DROPPING/ENDING/CANCELLING A CALL 
Press the END key briefly. 
MAKING AN INFORMATION CALL 
Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. The 
device will call to configured number. 
SENDING POSITION REPORT 
1. Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. After sending the position report, the device may receive an 
incoming information call - depending on service. 
3. When the device starts alerting, answer the call by pressing the 
SEND key. 
NOTE: The device may also be configured to answer the call 
automatically. 
 
MAKING EMERGENCY CALLS AND SENDING 
EMERGENCY MESSAGES (EMERGENCY 
CYCLE) 
Press the SOS key according to configuration (a long press or two 
quick presses). The device will make emergency calls and send 
emergency reports (emergency messages including position 
information) according to configuration. 
 
CANCELLING EMERGENCY CYCLE 
During cancellation period you may hear the cancellation tone and 
see timer showing time left for cancellation. 
• To cancel the entire emergency cycle, press the END key briefly 
during the cancellation period. 

• When the emergency cycle has already started you may, 
depending on configuration still cancel the rest of the calls and 
messages: Press the END key and hold it down for several 
seconds. After successful cancellation the device will return to 
normal operation and switch back to normal tone and display 
settings. 

 
ENDING EMERGENCY MODE MANUALLY 
The emergency mode must be terminated manually. This means, 
the emergency tone settings are kept on and the emergency 
numbers are permitted to track the device without further notice. 
Emergency tones and tracking option are switched on from the 
moment you start the emergency cycle (by pressing the SOS key) 
until you end the emergency mode (by pressing the END key 

briefly). Another alarm cycle is not possible before previous is ended. 
 
SOME CIRCUMSTANCES MAY AFFECT ON 
EMERGENCY CYCLE AND MODE 
• Being in a shadow area of the GSM network at the time of the event. 
• Poor GPS* coverage during emergency cycle may cause the emergency 
cycle completion to slow down. 

• Busy telephone lines when connecting (voice) calls. 
• Message transmission errors caused by the carrier of an SMS/GPRS, 
i.e. the network operator. 

 
SENSOR ALERTS 
To cancel sensor alert and prevent emergency cycle from starting, change 
the phone to allowed position (horizontal or vertical) or move it gently if it is 
configured to detect only movement. Do it while the countdown timer is still 
displayed. 
To let the emergency cycle take place: Do nothing. To mute/unmute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key.  
 
INCOMING/OUTGOING MPTP MESSAGES 
The device may send or receive some MPTP messages. In most cases, 
messages are either remote configuration/activation messages, some 
notifications, emergency reports or various types of position messages and 
they work autonomously according to configuration. 
• In most cases there are no display notifications.  
• Message sending/reception tones are configurable (beep sound as a 
default). 

 
 
 

 

Emergency completion. Displayed when the 
emergency cycle ends normally, or when the 
emergency mode is ended manually. 

 
 

Emergency call retry. Emergency numbers can be 
voice call numbers. The notification is displayed when 
the device makes another call attempt to a number. 

 
 

Emergency mode/Working. The device is through 
with emergency calls, but sending messages, 
message confirmation or position refresh is still going 
on. 

 

Emergency confirmation message received. After 
receiving confirmation, the device will end resending 
of an emergency message. Simultaneously, the 
message reception tone is played. 

 

 
 

Post-emergency mode. The GSM operator´s name is 
replaced by the emergency symbol. While this 
notification is displayed, the device can be tracked by 
emergency numbers, also emergency tone and 
display settings are kept on. This mode can be 
terminated manually, by pressing the c key. 

 
NETWORK EMERGENCY CALL ( 112, 911, 000, 999, 08 etc) 

 

Network emergency call query. Displayed when the 
SOS key is pressed but making emergency cycle is 
NOT possible (e.g. SIM card is missing or no 
roaming network available). You may still try to make 
network emergency call by pressing END key. You 
can also exit the query without making an emergency 
call by pressing END KEY 

DISCREET EMERGENCY CYCLE (DISPLAY NOTIFICATIONS OFF) 

 

During the discreet emergency cycle, the device looks 
like it is in stand-by mode. The only indicator of the 
ongoing emergency cycle is the emergency cycle 
indicator appearing to symbol area. When the symbol 
disappears or changes, cycle is over or moved to post 
emergency mode. Also tones can be turned off. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS CONCERNING MANDOWN ALARMS 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is not set. Displayed 
when "the cancel timer" is not configured, and 
emergency cycle starts right away. To mute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key. 

 

Pre-alarm for ManDown alarm is set. The 
countdown timer shows that you still have 27 
seconds time left to cancel the sensor alert if you 
want.  
To cancel the emergency cycle, lift the device to 
vertical position. Do it while this notification is 
displayed. To let the emergency cycle take place: 
Do nothing. To mute the audible alert tone, press 
END key. 

 

Alert state ended. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle is finished, or the sensor alert is 
cancelled. 

 
 

Post-alarm state. Displayed when the emergency 
cycle is completed, and the device makes audible 
alarms at regular intervals. You can receive phone 
calls and answer them by pressing SEND KEY. In 
order to stop the post-alarm tone, the device must 

be lift up to vertical position. 
BASIC KEY FUNCTIONS 
 
TURNING THE DEVICE ON 
1. Press END key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. The logo is displayed. 
TURNING THE DEVICE OFF 
1. Press the END key and hold down for a few seconds. 
2. The Power off symbol is displayed and tone is heard. 
Note, powering off may be prevented by configuration. 
ANSWERING INCOMING CALLS 
Press the SEND key when the device alerts. 
NOTE: The device may be configured to answer some/all incoming 
calls automatically. It may even be, that all incoming calls are 
blocked and you cannot receive calls. 
DROPPING/ENDING/CANCELLING A CALL 
Press the END key briefly. 
MAKING AN INFORMATION CALL 
Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. The 
device will call to configured number. 
SENDING POSITION REPORT 
1. Press the SEND key and hold it down for a few seconds. 
2. After sending the position report, the device may receive an 
incoming information call - depending on service. 
3. When the device starts alerting, answer the call by pressing the 
SEND key. 
NOTE: The device may also be configured to answer the call 
automatically. 
 
MAKING EMERGENCY CALLS AND SENDING 
EMERGENCY MESSAGES (EMERGENCY 
CYCLE) 
Press the SOS key according to configuration (a long press or two 
quick presses). The device will make emergency calls and send 
emergency reports (emergency messages including position 
information) according to configuration. 
 
CANCELLING EMERGENCY CYCLE 
During cancellation period you may hear the cancellation tone and 
see timer showing time left for cancellation. 
• To cancel the entire emergency cycle, press the END key briefly 
during the cancellation period. 

• When the emergency cycle has already started you may, 
depending on configuration still cancel the rest of the calls and 
messages: Press the END key and hold it down for several 
seconds. After successful cancellation the device will return to 
normal operation and switch back to normal tone and display 
settings. 

 
ENDING EMERGENCY MODE MANUALLY 
The emergency mode must be terminated manually. This means, 
the emergency tone settings are kept on and the emergency 
numbers are permitted to track the device without further notice. 
Emergency tones and tracking option are switched on from the 
moment you start the emergency cycle (by pressing the SOS key) 
until you end the emergency mode (by pressing the END key 

briefly). Another alarm cycle is not possible before previous is ended. 
 
SOME CIRCUMSTANCES MAY AFFECT ON 
EMERGENCY CYCLE AND MODE 
• Being in a shadow area of the GSM network at the time of the event. 
• Poor GPS* coverage during emergency cycle may cause the emergency 
cycle completion to slow down. 

• Busy telephone lines when connecting (voice) calls. 
• Message transmission errors caused by the carrier of an SMS/GPRS, 
i.e. the network operator. 

 
SENSOR ALERTS 
To cancel sensor alert and prevent emergency cycle from starting, change 
the phone to allowed position (horizontal or vertical) or move it gently if it is 
configured to detect only movement. Do it while the countdown timer is still 
displayed. 
To let the emergency cycle take place: Do nothing. To mute/unmute the 
audible alert tone, press the END key.  
 
INCOMING/OUTGOING MPTP MESSAGES 
The device may send or receive some MPTP messages. In most cases, 
messages are either remote configuration/activation messages, some 
notifications, emergency reports or various types of position messages and 
they work autonomously according to configuration. 
• In most cases there are no display notifications.  
• Message sending/reception tones are configurable (beep sound as a 
default). 

 
 
 

USER INTERFACE 
 
STRAP HOLE 
 
LOUDSPEAKER 
 
SOS key 
• Make emergency calls / 
send emergency report 

 
DISPLAY 
• GSM status 
• GPS/GNSS status 
• Battery status 

 
SIM HOLDER 
 
SEND key 
• Answer calls 
• Make information call / 
send position 

END key 
• Reject / end calls 
• Cancel some operations 
• Power on / off 

 
 
SYSTEM CONNECTOR 
Connect charger or data 
cable to the device  
 
MICROPHONE 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
DISPLAY SYMBOLS 

DEVICE IN STAND-BY MODE 
MOBILE 
NETWORK 
SYMBOLS 

BATTERY SYMBOL TELEMATICS 
FEATURE SYMBOLS 

 

 

GPS/GNSS 
POSITIONING 
SYMBOLS 
 

 
 

NETWORK / OPERATOR / SERVICE PROVIDER  
BATTERY STATUS 

  
 
 
 

 

The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 

No metal 
sticker here 
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USER INTERFACE 
 
STRAP HOLE 
 
LOUDSPEAKER 
 
SOS key 
• Make emergency calls / 
send emergency report 

 
DISPLAY 
• GSM status 
• GPS/GNSS status 
• Battery status 

 
SIM HOLDER 
 
SEND key 
• Answer calls 
• Make information call / 
send position 

END key 
• Reject / end calls 
• Cancel some operations 
• Power on / off 

 
 
SYSTEM CONNECTOR 
Connect charger or data 
cable to the device  
 
MICROPHONE 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
DISPLAY SYMBOLS 

DEVICE IN STAND-BY MODE 
MOBILE 
NETWORK 
SYMBOLS 

BATTERY SYMBOL TELEMATICS 
FEATURE SYMBOLS 

 

 

GPS/GNSS 
POSITIONING 
SYMBOLS 
 

 
 

NETWORK / OPERATOR / SERVICE PROVIDER  
BATTERY STATUS 

  
 
 
 

 

The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 

No metal 
sticker here 
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BATTERY STATUS 

  
 
 
 

 

The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 
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sticker here 
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The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 
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The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 
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The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 
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The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
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Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 
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• Cancel some operations 
• Power on / off 

 
 
SYSTEM CONNECTOR 
Connect charger or data 
cable to the device  
 
MICROPHONE 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
DISPLAY SYMBOLS 

DEVICE IN STAND-BY MODE 
MOBILE 
NETWORK 
SYMBOLS 

BATTERY SYMBOL TELEMATICS 
FEATURE SYMBOLS 

 

 

GPS/GNSS 
POSITIONING 
SYMBOLS 
 

 
 

NETWORK / OPERATOR / SERVICE PROVIDER  
BATTERY STATUS 

  
 
 
 

 

The water level indicates charge left in the battery. The 
higher the level, the more charge is left. 
 
During charging, the battery symbol is changed to 
indicate this event. 

 
 
 
 

GSM / GPRS NETWORK STATUS 
 GSM is on. 
 GPRS is used for telematics. 
 GPRS is active for telematics. 

 GSM is roaming. Phone is using other than home 
network. Call and position transmissions are charged 
according to roaming agreements. Position 
transmissions may have been blocked automatically. 

 GSM network strength. The more bars and the taller 
the bars, the better the GSM network. 
- Four bars - high network strength 
- No bars - no network 

 
GENERAL STATUS SYMBOLS 

 SOS call is active.  
 SOS call is in post emergency mode. Position requests 

are possible from emergency numbers. 
 Tracking is active to one or more destinations. 
 /  ManDown alarm is active / failed. Automated 

emergency cycles are possible. 

 /  Wireless Alert (SRD device) connection available / 
failed. 

 Amber Alert / Condition Check is activated. Automated 
emergency cycles are possible. 

 
GPS/GNSS POSITIONING STATUS 

 GNSS is active. 
 GNSS is sleeping. 
 GNSS is not available. 
 

 
 

 

Accuracy of the last GNSS position. The more bars 
and the taller the bars are, the better is the accuracy of 
the last GNSS position. If the position is older than 1 – 
minute the signal bars are displayed as wireframes. 

 
 

GNSS sleeping due to poor satellite  coverage 

 
DISPLAY / TONE NOTIFICATIONS 
GENERAL NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Processing. An operation is in progress, please 
wait. 

 

General failure. Displayed when an operation fails. 
E.g. if you try to make a call when there is no 
number pre-configured in the device. 
Simultaneously, the failure tone is played. 

 

SIM failure. Displayed when there is no SIM card 
inserted in the device, or if the PIN code was 
rejected. Simultaneously, the failure tone is 
played. 

 

Ripcord attached. Displayed when the ripcord 
adapter is attached to its place in the device back 
cover. 

 

Retry or discard symbol is displayed when e.g. RF 
identifier is read and the transmission of data fails. 
Pressing the green key retries and the red key 
fails. 

CHARGING NOTIFICATIONS 

 

Battery low. Displayed when there is a need to 
recharge the battery (or replace it with another 
recharged battery). Simultaneously, the battery 
low tone is played. 

 

The device is connected to a charger. Settings 
during battery loading take place. Simultaneously, 
the charging tone is played. 

 

The device is disconnected from the charger. 
Settings during battery loading are ended, the device 
returns to normal operation. 

 

The device is charging and the battery is still too 
empty to restart the device. 

 

Battery is too low to charge. This symbol is displayed 
when initial charging of empty battery is ongoing and 
user tries to turn device on. 

 
NOTIFICATIONS REFERRING CALLS OR MESSAGES 

 
Normal incoming call. If available, the name 
associated with the calling number/the phone 
number itself is displayed on the bottom. Displayed 
until the call is answered (to answer, press SEND 
key).  

 Initiating information call or position report. Press the 
SOS key and hold it down while this notification is 
displayed. 

 
Sending a position report. Simultaneously, the 
message sending tone is played. 

 
Making an information call. Displayed until the call is 
answered. 

 
A call is in progress. Displayed while the call is 
connected. 

 
START EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 
 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (a long press): Emergency 
tone settings are switched on. Press the SOS key 
and hold it down until the wedges are all turned 
black. 

 

 
 

Starting emergency cycle (two quick presses): Press 
the SOS key briefly. Emergency tone settings are 
switched on. Press the button again when the 
second circle starts blinking. 

 
 

 
 

Emergency cycle cancellation period. A countdown 
timer is displayed on the bottom. The timer counts 
the cancellation time left (in seconds). 
Simultaneously, the cancellation tone is played. 
To cancel the emergency cycle, do it while this 
notification is displayed (by pressing the END key). 

 Rip cord connected 
OTHER EMERGENCY CYCLE NOTIFICATIONS (DISPLAYS ON) 

 

Emergency cancellation. Displayed right after the 
emergency cycle was cancelled. 

No metal 
sticker here 
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SIM-kortsproblem

Rycklarm aktiverat

Låg batterinivå

Laddning pågår

Laddning pågår men batterinivån är för låg

För låg batterinivå för att ladda medan 
enheten är påslagen

Inkommande samtal

Kopplar upp samtal/larm/position. Håll 
knappen intryckt tills symbolen slocknat.

Meddelande skickas

Informationssamtal kopplas

Samtal pågår

Nödlarmsprocess startar. Håll larmknappen  
intryckt tills vibrationerna upphör.


